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When driving into and within the
Club grounds observe the 5 mph

speed limit.

Always park in a designated
space and never park in the
disabled bays unless
authorised to do so. authorised to do so. 

Smoking is not permitted in
any buildings and if smoking
outside please ensure
smoking materials are
disposed of correctly.

Mobile phones should only be
used in an emergency. The use ofused in an emergency. The use of
mobile phones is permitted outside

the main building.

If the fire alarm sounds whilst in any part of the Clubhouse or reception follow
the exit signs and congregate at the Assembly point in the car park.

If you or your playing partner becomes unwell or requires First Aid, please contact Reception
on 01832 273267 or call 999.

If you or your playing partners have an accident or identify a hazard whilst on the
course or premises please report it to the professional or reception.

A defibrillator is situated in the Clubhouse if required.

Emergencies

First Aid / Accidents
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Please read all notices prior to play and observe temporary signs on the course.

Parallel fairways exist on most holes, therefore, it is a player's responsibility if you hit a wayward shot you
shout "FORE". Holes 5 & 6 have internal OB's to the left.

Crossover points exist that affects tee boxes on holes 2,11 & 15. Be aware of players below these tee
boxes.

Two rights of way cross the course affecting holes 1,4,10,11,14,16,17.18. Be alert to vehicles and
pedestrians.pedestrians.

An external OB exists to the left of the 12th fairway. When driving off be mindful of people fishing on the
near bank of the lake.

Holes 9 & 16 share the same green. If 16th players are on the green then stand down on the 9th tee. If
players occupy the 9th tee then stand down from the 16th green until teeing is complete. Do not play into
16th green when occupied.

There are 3 bells on the course (shown on map). Please ring the bell when exiting the 10th & 11th greens
and clearing the top of the slope on the 16th.and clearing the top of the slope on the 16th.

A brook runs through the course and there are two ponds. Please take care when searching for or
removing golf balls in and around these areas. Do not retrieve balls from the water.

Please be aware of slip and trip hazards around the course. Steep paths, grassy banks, slopes, steps and
bridges exist on many holes.

Always repair pitch marks on greens and replace divots.

Greenkeepers when working on the course always have priority.

Access to the Greenkeepers buildings, storage and work areas is strictly forbidden.Access to the Greenkeepers buildings, storage and work areas is strictly forbidden.

Hazardous substances are occasionally applied to the course. During these times a notice will be displayed
on the 1st tee box. Avoid ingestion by hand washing and avoiding hand to mouth contact when eating,
drinking or smoking.

Suspension of play due to adverse weather conditions (e.g. lightning) will be signalled by a prolonged
blast on a klaxon operated from the Clubhouse.

On the Course
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